
Reproducibility issue when using the enveloping bathymetry in domzgr.F90 under the sco option 

BUG:  

Currently in the iterative loop on ln 1173 of domzgr.F90 (R3909 trunk) the land points are included in 

the bathymetric smoothing. This may not be an issue if a square processor map domain is retained i.e. 

jpni*jpnj = jpnij. However, if jpni*jpnj >jpnij then the number of land cells that participate in the 

smoothing could vary depending on the jpni and jpnj chosen. An example of the AMM12 domain is 

shown in Figure 1. The stencil used for smoothing is truncated in the second case because processors 

adjacent to a land-only region see the edge of the domain rather than extended land points. 

The consequence of this bug becomes apparent in the AMM12 hbatt field (Figure 2, Top Left). Figure 2 

(Top Right) shows the difference in the hbatt fields generated by the current code for both cases in 

Figure 1. As the differences are relatively large compared with dz this will have an impact on the mbathy 

field (Figure 3, Top Left). Differences between mbathy in the two cases in Figure 1 using the current 

code are shown in Figure 3 (Top Right).  

SIDE ISSUE: 

Not only can this bug alter the vertical discretisation of grid points between runs on differing number s 

of processor (and hence influence the solution), it could also cause problems if using the BDY module.  If 

these differences occur on the boundary there will be a mismatch between the depth of boundary point 

data and the interior of the domain. At worst boundary data may be missing altogether if there is a 

mismatch in mbathy. Boundary points would therefore have to be re-generated every time the number 

of processors for a simulation was altered to be on the safe side 

SOLUTION: 

The code is adjusted to target wet cells only. A secondary issue with the convergence of zrmax to the 

specified  rn_rmax for certain values of rn_rmax (within the current 10000 iterations limit) is addressed 

by adding a small number to ‘aid’ convergence:   ( zrmax - rn_rmax ) > 1.e-8_wp. The difference (or lack 

thereof) in hbatt and mbathy between the two cases in Figure 1 for the new code (with ENHANCEMENT: 

see below) are shown in Figure 2(Bottom Left) and Figure 3 (Bottom Left) for completeness. 

 ENHANCEMENT:  

Currently the code averages neighbouring cells where rn_rmax is exceeded to smooth bathymetry 

iteratively until rmax over the domain is less than rn_max. 

 In the new code only the wet cells that exceed rn_rmax are modified. The shallowest cell in a pair that 

exceeds rn_max is deepened to satisfy the rn_rmax criteria. In general this reduces the number 

iterations until convergence is satisfied. This method also results in an hbatt that is closer to bathy 

(Figure 4 Top Left and Top Right), therefore retaining more cells in the vertical in the enveloping process 

(Figure 4 Bottom Left).  



 
Figure 1: Processor map with and without land cells. 



Figure 2: Top Left: difference between hbatt (old code) and bathy, illustrating the deepening of cells in the smoothing 
process. Top Right: difference in hbatt computed from the old code using the processor map layouts shown in Figure 1. 
Bottom Left: difference in hbatt computed from the new code using the processor map layouts shown in Figure 1.  



 

 

 

Figure 3: Top Left: mbathy example from the old code. Top Right: difference in mbathy computed from the 
old code using the processor map layouts shown in Figure 1. Bottom Left: difference in mbathy computed 
from the new code using the processor map layouts shown in Figure 1.  



 
Figure 4: Top Left: difference between hbatt (new code) and hbatt (old code) illustrating that the deepening of cells to satisfy 
rmax criteria is less severe in the new code i.e. closer to bathy. Top Right: Transect through j=80 to further illustrate the 
difference in hbatt between the new and old code relative to the true bathymetry. Bottom Left: The mbathy difference 
between the new code and old code (i.e new minus old) shows that with the enhancement more vertical levels are retained 
on the whole. 

 


